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One of the main results of this paper is Theorem 1.2, which contains a
characterization of finite bipartite posets I s I9 j I0 for which the category
 .prin kI of prinjective modules over the incidence k-algebra kI of I is of finite
representation type, where k is a field. In particular, it is shown that for any such
 .poset I, the Auslander]Reiten quiver of the category prin kI has no oriented
cycle, and there is a bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
 . Iobjects in prin kI and the positive roots of the quadratic form q associated with
 .I. An existence of a preprojective component in prin kI is proved for faithful
Äposets I which are A-free. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .1.1 Let k be a field, let I, $ be a finite partially ordered set]
 .abbreviated-poset , and denote by kI the incidence algebra of I over k,
 4that is, the k-vector space with basis e N i, j g I, i $j and multiplicationi j ]
given by e e s d e , where d is the Kronecker delta. In this paper wei j k l jk i l jk
are concerned with modules over kI, where I is bipartite, that is, I is
equipped with a partition
I s I9 j I0
such that I9 and I0 are subposets of I and j ti for all i g I9, j g I0. For]
such a bipartite poset I s I9 j I0, the incidence algebra kI is isomorphic
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to the triangular matrix algebra
kI9 M /0 kI0
 4where M is the kI9-kI0-bimodule with k-basis e N i g I9, j g I0, i $ j . Iti j
is easy to check that the algebra kI is of finite global dimension.
A right module X over kI will be identified with the triple
X s X 9, X 0 , w .
where X 9 s [ Xe is viewed as a kI9-module, X 0 s [ Xe isig I9 i i jg I0 j j
viewed as a kI0-module, and
w : X 9 m M ª X 0k I9
is the kI0-module homomorphism defined by the multiplication ?: X =
kI ª X.
w x w x  .Following 18 and 28 , the kI-module X s X 9, X 0, w is called prinjec-
ti¨ e if the kI9-module X 9 is projective and the kI0-module X 0 is injective.
 .We denote by prin kI the category of finite-dimensional prinjective
kI-modules.
w x w x  .It follows from 18 and 28 that the category prin kI is closed under
 .extensions in mod kI and has almost split sequences. We denote by
  ..  .  w xG prin kI the Auslander]Reiten quiver of the category prin kI see 4 ,
w x w x.18 , and 23, 11.2 .
The bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 is said to be of finite prinjecti¨ e type if
 .the category prin kI has only finitely many indecomposable objects up to
isomorphism.
 .1.2 The main result of this paper is the following.
THEOREM. For a bipartite poset I s I9 j I0, the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i The bipartite poset I is of finite prinjecti¨ e type.
 . I Iii The Tits quadratic form q : Z ª Z of I s I9 j I0 defined by the
formula
q I x s x 2 q x x q x x y x x .    i i j i j i j
igI i$j i$j i$j
i , jgI9 i , jgI0 igI9 , jgI0
I . Iis weakly positi¨ e, that is, q x ) 0 for all nonzero ¨ectors x g N , where Z
is the set of integers and N is the set of nonnegati¨ e integers.
 .iii The bipartite poset I does not contain as a bipartite subposet any of
the 41 bipartite posets I , . . . , I presented in Figure 1 or its bipartite dual1 41
posets.
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 .FIG. 1. Critical bipartite posets I , . . . , I up to duality .1 41
Ä .  .  w x w x wiv There exists a preprojecti¨ e component P I see 4 , 18 , 23, p.
Äx.   ..   ..  .200 of the Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er G prin kI and G prin kI s P I .
 .v The set
RqI s ¨ g N I ; q I ¨ s 1 4 .q
of positi¨ e roots of the quadratic form q I is finite, and the map X ¬ cdn X
  ..   .. qIsee 2.1 defines a bijection cdn : G prin kI ª R .q
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Here a bipartite subposet of I s I9 j I0 is a subposet J : I equipped
 .  .with the bipartition J s I9 l J j I0 l J . The dual J* of a bipartite
poset J s J9 j J0 is the opposite poset J op together with the bipartition
 .op  .opJ* s J0 j J9 .
CONVENTION. The following con¨ention will be used in the diagrams
r ry1I , . . . , I abo¨e. Each ¨ertex with label admits 2 possible extensions,1 41 "
recursi¨ ely defined as follows:
1where the process stops at ¨ertices with label see the end of Section 4 for"
.more details . The bipartition of I is marked by a horizontal line.j
As a consequence, we obtain the following.
COROLLARY. If the bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 is of finite prinjecti¨ e type,
  ..  .then the Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er G prin kI of the category prin kI has no
 . 1  .oriented cycle, End X , k and Ext X, X s 0 for all indecomposablek I
 .modules X in prin kI .
w x w x The theorem generalizes the results of 15 and 22, Theorem 3.1 see
w x w x.also 24 and Chapter 16 of 23 . We hope that an extension of Theorem
w x1.2 in the form of 16, Theorem 2.1 is valid for bipartite posets.
 .  .To prove the equivalence of i and ii in Theorem 1.2, we introduce the
 ..notion of r-separation of the bipartite algebra kI see Definition 3.2 . It
turns out that this is a suitable prinjective module analogue of the
w xseparation property introduced by Bautista and Larrion in 6 . The proof of
 .  . w x w xthe equivalence of ii and iii is based on the main results of 11 and 29 .
 . w x1.3 The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall from 18
 .some facts about the category prin kI . In Lemma 2.5 we describe the
decomposition of almost split morphisms ending in any indecomposable
prin-projective module. In Section 3 we show that the Auslander]Reiten
  ..  .quiver G prin kI of the category prin kI has a preprojective component
Äif the bipartite poset I is faithful and A-free, by applying the fact that kI
w xhas the r-separation property in this case. Using a result of 18 , this gives
 .  .  .  .the equivalence of i and ii in Theorem 1.2. The equivalence of i , ii ,
 .  .  .iv , and v in Theorem 1.2 is proved in 3.6 . In Section 4 we show how
 .  . w x w xthe equivalence of ii and iii follows from 11 and 29 .
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In Section 5 an interpretation of prinjective kI-modules is given in terms
 w x w x.of a matrix problem language see 10 , 23 . It is also shown that
I s I9 j I0 is of finite prinjective type if and only if for every coordinate
 . I I Ivector ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N 9 = N 0 the irreducible matrix k-variety Mat ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
  . . Iassociated with ¨ 9, ¨ 0 and I has only finitely many G -orbits with¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
  ..respect to an action defined in 5.3
v
I I I: G = Mat ª Mat¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 .
of an algebraic group G I or, equivalently, if and only if dim G I )¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
I  . I9 I0dim Mat for any ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N , where dim means the k-variety¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 .dimension. Moreover, we show that the category prin kI is of tame
 w x.representation type see 23, Section 14.4 if and only if for every coordi-
 . I9 I0nate vector ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N there exists a constructible subset
 . I IC ¨ 9, ¨ 0 of the subvariety ind Mat of Mat , defined by the¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
I I
v
I .indecomposable G -orbits such that G C ¨ 9, ¨ 0 s ind Mat¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 .and dim C ¨ 9, ¨ 0 F 1.
Throughout this paper we use the terminology and notation introduced
w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w xin 18 and 23 . The reader is referred to 1 , 2 , 3 , 10 , 19 , 22 , 23 ,
w x w x25 , and 26 for a motivation and application of representations of posets.
2. SINK MAPS ENDING IN PRIN-PROJECTIVE MODULES
 .2.1 Throughout we assume that I s I9 j I0 is a bipartite poset. As
mentioned in the Introduction, the incidence algebra kI of I is isomorphic
to the triangular matrix algebra
A MR s , /0 B
where A s kI9, B s kI0, and M is an A-B-bimodule. We denote by
 .mod R the category of finite-dimensional right R-modules and describe
 .  .R-modules by triples X 9, X 0, w , where X 9 is in mod A , X 0 is in
 .mod B , and w : X 9 m M ª X 0 is a B-homomorphism. A morphismA
 .  .  .g : X 9, X 0, w ª Y 9, Y 0, c is given by a pair of maps g 9, g 0 , where
g 9 : X 9 ª Y 9 is an A-homomorphism, g 0 : X 0 ª Y 0 is a B-homomor-
 .phism, and c g 9 m id s g 0 w.M
w x w x  .Following 18 and 28 , the kI-module X s X 9, X 0, w is called prinjec-
ti¨ e if the kI9-module X 9 is projective and the kI0-module X 0 is injective.
 .  .We denote by prin kI the full subcategory of mod kI formed by all
prinjective modules.
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w x x w xIt follows from 18 , Proposition 2.4, Theorem 3.4 and 21, Lemma 5.11
 .that prin kI is a Krull]Schmidt category, is closed under extensions in
 .  .mod kI , and has almost split sequences. Moreover, the category prin kI
has enough relative projective objects and enough relative injective ob-
1  .  .jects, and Ext X, Y s 0 for any pair X, Y of modules prin kI .k I
For each i g I, we set e s e and choose a simple R-module S suchi i i i
 .that S e s S . The coordinate ¨ector of a prinjective module X in prin Ri i i
I  w x w x.is the integral vector cdn X g N defined by the formula see 20 , 18
dim Hom X , S if i g I9, .k R i
cdn X s . i  dim Hom S , X if i g I0 . .k R i
w x w xFollowing 23 and 24 , the bipartite subposet
csupp X s i g I N cdn X / 0 4 . i
of I is called the coordinate support of X.
  ..  .Let K prin kI be the Grothendieck group of the category prin kI . It0
is easy to see that the map X ¬ cdn X induces a group isomorphism
  . I9 I0  w x w x.K prin kI ( Z = Z see 18 , 27 .0
 .2.2 If J is a bipartite subposet of I, we have an isomorphism of
k-algebras
eAe eMf
kJ , , /0 fBf
where e s  e and f s  e . We denote byjg J 9 j jg J 0 j
I I : prin kJ ª prin R .  .J
 .the induction functor, which maps a prinjective kJ-module Y s Y 9, Y 0, w
onto
I I Y s Y 9 m eA , Hom Bf , Y 0 , w , . Ã .J e A e f B f
 . .  .where w y m a m m b s w y m amb for all y g Y 9, a g eA, m g M,Á
and b g Bf.
 w x.The following lemma is easily verified compare with 21, 2.24 .
 .  .LEMMA. a For any module Y in prin kJ , the following equality holds:
cdn Y if j g J , . jIcdn I Y s . jJ  0 otherwise.
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 . Ib The functor I is full and faithful, and induces an equi¨ alenceJ
 .  .between prin kJ and a full subcategory of prin R formed by the modules X
with csupp X : J.
 . Ic The functor I maps short exact sequences into short exact se-J
quences.
 . IWe shall often identify prin kJ with the image of I .J
 .  .2.3 With any R-module X s X 9, X 0, w we associate two R-modules,
X ns P X 9, X 0 , w « m id and X ks X 9, E X 0 , hw , .  .  . .  .A M B
 .  .where « : P X 9 ª X 9 is a projecti¨ e co¨er in mod A and h : X 0 ªA
 .  .E X 0 is an injecti¨ e en¨elope in mod B . Clearly, there is an isomorphismB
nk kn nk kn  .X , X , and the modules X , X are in prin R .
Remark. The map X ¬ X kn extends to a functor
J : mod R ª prin R , .  .
 .  .where prin R denotes the residue category of prin R modulo the ideal of
 .morphisms which factor through a module of the form Z9, Z0, 0 in
 .  .prin R : a morphism g s g 9, g 0 : X ª Y is mapped under J onto the
kn kn .residue class h, where h s h9, h0 : X ª Y is such that « h9 sY
g 9« and h0h s h g 0.X X Y
 .  .Let adj R denote the full subcategory of mod R formed by the
 w x w x.  .adjusted R-modules see 21 , 18 , that is, the R-modules X s X 9, X 0, w
 .such that w is surjective and the adjoint map w : X 9 ª Hom M, X 0 ofB
 .  .  w x.w is injective or, equivalently, soc X A s 0 s top X B see 21 . The
 .restriction of J to adj R yields an equivalence
adj R f prin R , .  .
and the quasi-inverse of J is induced by the adjustment functor
 .  .  .Q : prin R ª adj R defined by the formula Q X 9, X 0 , w s
 .   . .  .Imw, Imw, w , where w w x m m s w x m m for all x g X 9, m g MÄ Ä
w x18, 3.3 .
 . w x  .2.4 According to 18 , the category prin R has enough relative projec-
 .tive modules called prin-projecti¨ e modules , and any indecomposable
prin-projective module is isomorphic to one of the modules B , i g I,i
defined as follows:
ke R if i g I9, .iB si k S if i g I0 . .i
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 . Furthermore, prin R has enough relative injective modules called prin-
.injecti¨ e modules , and any indecomposable prin-injective module is iso-
morphic to one of the following modules:
nS if i g I9, .iU si n DRe if i g I0 . .i
 .Here and in the following, D s Hom ], k denotes the k-duality functor.k
 .Moreover, prin R has almost split sequences. In particular, for any i g I,
there exist a minimal right almost split morphism ending at Bi
r : r B ª B , .i i i
and a minimal left almost split morphism starting from U ,i
l : U ª l U . .i i i
 .  .The modules r B and l U are uniquely determined up to isomor-i i
 .phism, and the modules r B have the following description.i
 .  .  .knLEMMA. a For e¨ery i g I9, we ha¨e r B , rad e R .i i
 .  .  .knb For e¨ery i g I0, we ha¨e r B , t S , where t denotes thei R i R
 .  w x w x w x.Auslander]Reiten translation in mod R see 4 , 5 , 23 .
 . w xProof. The statement a follows from 18, 2.5 .
b
 .b Fix an index i g I0 and let P ª e B be a minimal projectivei
 .presentation of S in mod B . The Nakayama functori
N s DHom ] , B : mod B ª mod B .  .  .B B
 .maps b into a sink map in the category inj B of finite-dimensional
w xinjective B-modules, and according to 18, 2.5 we have
kn
r B , K Ker N b , .  . .i B
where
K : mod B ª mod R .  .
  . . X 0 ¬ Hom M, X 0 , X 0, n , denotes the ``coinduction functor'' here nB
.  .is the evaluation map . On the other hand, if we identify mod B with a
 .full subcategory of mod R via the algebra surjection R ª B and denote
 .by proj B the category of finite-dimensional projective B-modules, then
 .  .the Nakayama functor N : mod R ª mod R satisfiesR
< <N , KN .projB . projB .R B
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Since K is left exact and b is also a minimal projective presentation of Si
 .   ..  .  .in mod R , we obtain K Ker N b , Ker K N b , Ker N b , t S .B B R R i
 .2.5 So far we have not really used the partial order relation $ on I. It]
 .becomes more relevant now when we examine how the modules r Bi
decompose into indecomposables.
For this purpose we consider a given bipartite subposet J of I, and
denote by ; the smallest equivalence relation on J which satisfies i ; j
whenever i g J9, j g J0, and i $ j. We call the equivalence classes with
respect to ; the connected components of the bipartite poset J and say
that J is connected if any two elements of J are equivalent. For instance, if
 .X is an indecomposable module in prin R , then csupp X is a connected
bipartite subposet of I.
Now let J be a bipartite subposet of I such that J9 and J0 are
antichains, that is, i t j for all i, j g J9 of J0, respectively. We associate
with J the prinjective R-module
T J s e A , DBe , w , . [ [i j /
igJ 9 jgJ 0
 . U  .where w e m e s e the dual-basis vector to e for all i g J9, j g J0i i j j j
  ..   ..with i $ j. Clearly, cdnT J s 1 if i g J, and cdnT J s 0 otherwise.i i
Moreover, if the connected components of J are denoted by J , . . . , J ,1 r
then
r
T J s T J .  .[ i
is1
is a decomposition into indecomposable R-modules.
Given a subset L : I and an element i g I, we set
 4L s l g L N lei ,e i
where e is any of the symbols $ , $, % , %, t etc. .] ]
 .  .  .  .LEMMA. a If i g I9, then r B , T J [ ??? [ T J , wherei 1 r
J , . . . , J are the connected components of the bipartite subposet J s1 r
 X .  Y .min I j max I of I.% i % i
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 .  .b If i g I0 _ max I0 and I9 / B, then r B is indecomposable$ i i
and
¡1 if j g ı ,Ã
< <ı y 1 if j g min I9 , .Ã $i~cdn r B s < < . . · if j g min I9 , .Ãji ti
X1 if j g min I _ min I9, · s ı , . Ã Ãt i¢
0 otherwise;
  Y ..  Y .here · s min I ; in particular, ı s min I .Ã Ã% i %j % i]
 .  .c If i g I0 _ max I0 and I9 s B, then r B , U .[$ i i j
X .jgmin I% i
 .  .d If i g max I0, then r B s 0.i
 .  .knProof. a follows from Lemma 2.4 and the isomorphism rad e Ri
 ., T J .
 .  .b In the following we denote by Q the quiver s Hasse diagram
of I and describe R-modules by k-linear representations of Q.
 .  .kn  .Since r B , t S Lemma 2.4 , we examine first the top and thei R i
socle of t S . Consider the k-linear representation W of the quiver QR i
pÃ pÃ qÃ .  .defined by W p s k for each vertex p of Q and where W a : k ª k
a
is the canonical projection for each arrow p ª q of Q note that p = q ifÃ Ã
.p $ q . The representation W is injective, and its socle is isomorphic to
[ S . So t S is given by the subrepresentation V of W defined byjg ı j R iÃ
ıÃ .  .  .  4V p s W p if p ti, and V p s H [ x g k N  x s 0 otherwisej j]
 .  .note that p s ı if p $i . Clearly, soc V s soc W, W a is surjective forÃ Ã ]a  .each arrow p ª q of Q, and V a is so unless p $i, q ti, and q s ı. InÃ Ã] ]
qÃ .this case, Im V a s H has codimension 1 in k and is supplemented by
qÃ  .any canonical basis vector of k . The above formula for cdn r B followsi
easily.
 .knIt remains to show that t S is indecomposable. For this purposeR i
we choose an associated representation F of Q and examine its endomor-
phism ring. Of course, it is enough to consider F only on the vertices of
the coordinate support. We have
¡  p4V p s k if p g ı , . Ã
 p4V p s H if p g min I9 , .  .$i~F p s . pÃV p s k if p g min I9 , .  .ti¢ k 4 pÏk [ H if p g L;
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  X . X   . .here L s j g min I N I / B, · s ı , p s min I9 , and k g ıÃ Ã Ï Ãt $ j $ i $ p
denotes some fixed element. For any two elements p, q of csuppF which
 .  .satisfy p $ q, the k-linear map F : F p ª F q is independent of theq p
chosen path from p to q in Q and has the following form:
¡V if p g min I9, q g ı ,Ãq p
k 4 p q4Ï~ d P : k [ H ª k if p g L, q g ı ,ÃF s qk qq p
T  p4 k 4 qÏ¢ 0h : H ª k [ H if p g min I9 , q g L. .$ip
 p4 qÏHere h : H ª H is the pth canonical injection, and P is the mapp q
pÏ ıÃ q4 .s p N , where p : k ª k is the qth canonical projection andq H q
q4 pÏ q4 .  .s : k ª k is the sum map. Now let w be an endomorphism ofj jg I
ıÃ  ..  .F. The map f s [ w g End [ F j s End k is a dilatationjg ı j k j kÃ
 .with the canonical basis as eigenbasis , which leaves the ``skew'' hyper-
 .  .  .plane H s F p invariant for any p g min I9 / B! . This implies that$ i
f s lid ı for some l g k; therefore w s l for all j g ı, and w s f NÃ Ãk j p F  p.
s lid for all p g min I9. Finally, if q g L, then w N q s [ w sÏF  p. q H pg q pÏ
qÏ .qlid , and F w s w F implies that w e g le q H . Thus F has aÏH k q q k k q q k k
local endomorphism ring.
 .  .   .. < <c As in b , we have cdn r B s 1 if j g ı, · if j g min I9, and 0Ã Ãi j
otherwise. Comparing coordinate vectors, it therefore is enough to show
 .  Y .that U is a direct summand of r B for every j g min I , or equiva-j i % i
 .k  .lently, that S is a direct summand of l U . Indeed, this follows fromi j
 . X  Y .the dual of a and the assumption I s B, noting that i g max I if$ i $ j
 Y .j g min I .% i
 .d Since S is a simple projective R-module, we have t S s 0.i R i
3. EXISTENCE OF A PREPROJECTIVE COMPONENT
 .  .  .In this section we prove the equivalence of the statements i , ii , iv ,
 .  .and v in our main theorem see Section 1 . We reduce the proof fo the
Äcase where the bipartite poset I is faithful and A-free, and show that in
  ..  .this case the Auslander]Reiten quiver G prin kI of the category prin kI
 w x w x.see 4 , 23, Section 11.1 has a preprojective component. We then can
w x  .apply a result of 18, Proposition 4.13 . The details are given in 3.6 .
 .3.1 Given a bipartite poset I s I9 j I0, we call the bipartite subposet
 Y 4 XJ s i g I9 N I / B j j g I0 N I / B 4% i $ j
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 .the faithful part of I and say that I is faithful if J s I. By Lemma 2.2 b ,
I  .the induction functor I induces an equivalence between prin kJJ
 .and the full subcategory of prin kI formed by the modules X such that
csupp X : J.
 .  .LEMMA. a If X in prin kI is indecomposable and is such that
 .n  .kcsupp X ­ J, then X , S for some i g I9 _ J or X , S for somei j
j g I0 _ J. In particular, I is of finite prinjecti¨ e type if and only if J is so.
 . I Jb The quadratic form q is weakly positi¨ e if and only if q is so.
 .Proof. a A direct summand e A of X 9 or DBe of X 0 with i g I _ Ji i
 .  .gives rise to a direct summand of X s X 9, X 0, w isomorphic to e A, 0, 0i
 .or 0, DBe , 0 , respectively.i
 . J I J Ib The condition is necessary, since q s q h, where h : Z ª Z
denotes the canonical injection. The condition is sufficient, since we have
I . J  . I I Jq x G q p x for all x g N , where p : Z ª Z denotes the canonical
projection.
 . w x3.2 In 7 Bongartz proved that the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of aL
finite-dimensional, Schurian, directed k-algebra L has a preprojective
w xcomponent if the algebra L satisfies the separation condition 6 . We will
follow his lines to show the existence of a preprojective component in
  ..G prin kI , but we shall use a different notion of ``separation'' which is
more suited to our situation; it is based on the notion of connectedness of
a bipartite poset given in 2.5.
For this purpose we fix a point a g I and consider the proper bipartite
subposet of I defined as follows:
I X j I0 if a g I9,ta]aI s  I9 j I0 if a g I0 .ta]
 .  .If B is the kI-module defined in 2.4 and Z in prin kI is an indecom-a
 .posable direct summand of r B , then the coordinate support csupp Z isa
a  . a . acontained in I 2.5 ; we denote by I Z the connected component of I
  ..in the sense of 2.5 which contains csupp Z.
 .DEFINITION. a The bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 is said to be r-sep-
a . a .arating at a point a g I if I Z / I Z for any pair Z , Z of noniso-1 2 1 2
 .morphic indecomposable direct summands of r B , where B is thea a
 .kI-module defined in 2.4 .
 .  .b The bipartite incidence k-algebra 1.1
kI9 MkI s  /0 kI0
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of I is said to have a r-separation property if the bipartite poset I s I9 j
I0 is r-separating at every point a g I.
Ä DEFINITION. We say that the bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 is A-free or
.crown-free if it has no bipartite subposet of the form
 .  4called a crown by J. A. de la Pena with the bipartition i , . . . , i jÄ 1 r
 4j , . . . , j .1 r
The following simple lemma will be essential in our future considera-
tions.
 .LEMMA. a A faithful bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 is r-separating at
e¨ery point a g I0.
Ä .b A faithful A-free bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 is r-separating at e¨ery
point a g I.
 .  .  .Proof. The statement a follows from Lemma 2.5 b . The proof of b
is simple and we leave it to the reader.
 . w x  .3.3 Recall from 18 that the category prin kI has almost split se-
  ..quences. A connected component C of the translation quiver G prin kI
 w x w x w x.see 4 , 10 , 23 is called preprojecti¨ e if C has no oriented cycles and
every X in C has the form DyrB for some r g N and i g I, wherei
Dys Dy denotes the inverse of the Auslander]Reiten translation D s Dk I k I
 .in prin kI .
ÄPROPOSITION. Let I s I9 j I0 be a faithful, A-free bipartite poset, a g I
 .a ¨ertex, B the kI-module defined in 2.4 , Z an indecomposable directa
 . a .   ..summand of r B , and J [ I Z . Suppose that G prin kJ has a prepro-a
jecti¨ e component C , and Y is a ¨ertex of C such that Z is not a predecessor
of Y. Then the following hold:
 .   ..a csupp X : J for e¨ery predecessor X of Y in G prin kI .
 . y yb D Y , D Y.k I k J
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 .We remind the reader of the convention of considering prin kJ as a full
 .  .subcategory of prin kI via the induction functor 2.2 .
Proof. It is enough to show the following. Let X be an indecomposable
 .module in prin kI such that there is an irreducible map Y ª X or X ª Y
 .in prin kI ; then csupp X : J.
 .Case 1. There is an irreducible map Y ª X in prin kI and X is
prin-projective.
 .kFirst assume that X , B s e kI for some b g I9, that is, Y isb b
 .knisomorphic to a direct summand of rade kI . Since b $ c for someb
 . a c g csuppY 0 : J0, it is enough to prove that b g I . This would imply
. athat b g J, and therefore csupp B : J. Assume that b f I , that is,b
a g I9 and b $a. Since Y ` Z and I is r-separating at a, we even have]
 .b $ a. Choose a direct summand S of r B such that d $a for someb ]
b .  .  .d g csuppS. We then have J : I S , since csuppZ 0 : csuppS 0, and
the r-separation condition at b implies Y , S, and therefore d g csuppY
: I a, a contradiction.
 .kNow assume that X , B s S for some b g I0, that is, Y ,b b
 .kn a   Y .t S . First note that b g I . Otherwise, since min I sk I b % b
 . a .csuppY 0 : J : I , we had b s a and therefore Y , Z, a contradiction.
 a. We claim that i $ b for some i g I 9. Once we have proved this, it
 . .follows that b g J, since i $ c for any c g csuppY 0 : J. To prove the
claim we assume the contrary, that is, a g I9 and I X : I X . Let$ b $a] .  4  .  .csuppY 0 s c , . . . , c . If r ) 1, we have B / min I9 : csuppY 91 r $ b
  ..  . XLemma 2.5 b , and therefore csuppY 9 l I / B, a contradiction.$a] .n  .Thus r s 1, and Y , D kJe g prin kJ is prin-injective. Now choose ac1
sequence of minimal length in J of the form d % d $ d % ??? $ d ,0 1 2 m
where d g csuppZ, d %c , and d g J0 iff i is even. m s 0 is possible,0 m 1 i]
.but m is necessarily even. The bipartite subposet of J formed by the
 4minimal and the maximal elements of d , . . . , d j csuppZ is connected1 m
 .  .and gives rise to an indecomposable module W is prin kJ 2.5 . Moreover,
there are nonzero homomorphisms,
n n
Z ª W ª D kJe ª D kJe , Y , .  .d cm 1
which yields a contradiction.
To treat the remaining cases we need the following.
LEMMA. If i g J0 and j g I0 are such that i $ j, then j g J0.
Proof. If i f csuppZ, there is some k g J9 such that k $ i, and
therefore k $ j. Since i g I a implies j g I a, we conclude that j g J. The
same argument applies if i g csuppZ and a g I0. In the remaining case, i
belongs to max I0, and there is nothing else to show.
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 .Case 2. There is an irreducible map X ª Y in prin kI , and Y is
prin-projective.
 .k  .First assume that Y , e kJ g prin kJ for some b g J9. By theb
 .  .lemma, Y is even prin-projective in prin kI ; this implies that csupp X 0
 .  .  .: csuppY 0 : J. On the other hand, we have csupp X 9 s min I9 :% b
a  a.I since b g J : I , and therefore csupp X : J.
 .k  .Now assume that Y , S g prin kJ for some b g J0. Sinceb
 .  .  . acsupp X 0 : J lemma! , it is enough to show that csupp X 9 : I . This is
clear if a g I0; so we may assume that a g I9.
 .  Y .  4Let csupp X 0 s min J s c , . . . , c . We claim that r s 1. Denote% b 1 r
by V the faithful kJ-module with Ve , k for every i g J. Let V : V bei 1
 .the submodule generated by Ve , i g csuppZ 9, and V the factor modulei 2
 .of V cogenerated by Ve , i g csupp X 0. If r ) 1 we have 0 /i
1  .  .dim Ext S , V F dim Hom V , t S , and therefore there arek k J b 2 k k J 2 k J b
nonzero morphisms between indecomposable kJ-modules.
V ª V ª V ª t S .1 2 k J b
 .kn   ..Applying ] with respect to prin kJ , we obtain the induced sequence
 .  .knof nonzero morphisms between indecomposables in prin kJ . Since V1
 .kn  ., Z and t S , r Y , we get a contradiction.k J b k J
 .If i $ b for some i g csuppZ 9, we have I : I : I . On the other$a $i $b] ] ] .knhand, I does not intersect csupp X s csupp t S , since r s 1. Hence$ k I b
] b
csupp X : I a, and we can assume further on that i t b for all i g
 .csuppZ 9.
Choose a sequence of minimal length in J of the form d % d $ d %0 1 2
??? $ d , where d g csuppZ, d %c , and d g J0 iff l is even. We claimm 0 m 1 l]
that m ) 0 and d $ b. Indeed; otherwise the bipartite subposet of Jmy 1
 4formed by the minimal and the maximal elements of d , . . . , d j csuppZ1 m
 .  .gives rise to an indecomposable module W in prin kJ 2.5 and to a
sequence of nonzero morphisms as follows, a contradiction:
kZ ª W ª S , Y . .b
 . a  .Assume now that csupp X 9 ­ I , that is, i $a for some i g csupp X 9.]
Consider the chain i $a $ d % d $ ??? % d $ d %c % i. Since I0 1 my1 m 1] ]Äis A-free, we have i $ d for all l, in particular, i $ d $ b. Usingl my1
 .Lemma 2.5 b and r s 1, we obtain i f csupp X, a contradiction.
 .The general case: We proceed by induction on the number n Y of
 .  .predecessors of Y in C. If n Y s 1, then the module Y in prin kJ is
 .kprin-projective of the form Y s S for some c g max J9 : max I9c
 .   ..lemma! . In particular, Y is a source in G prin kI and Case 1 applies.
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In the induction step, we consider first the case in which there exists an
irreducible morphism X ª Y. We may assume that Y is not prin-projec-
 .  . y ytive. Since n D Y - n Y , induction implies D D Y , D D Y , Y,k J k I k J k J k J
and therefore D Y , D Y, which yields csupp X ; J. Finally, if therek J k I
exists an irreducible morphism Y ª X, we may assume that X is not
 .prin-projective. Then csuppD X ; J, as proved above. Since n D X -k I k I
y y .  .n Y , induction implies that X , D D X , D D X g prin kJ .k I k I k J k I
Ä .3.4 THEOREM. If I is a faithful A-free bipartite poset, then the
  ..  .Auslander-Reiten qui¨ er G prin kI of prin kJ has a preprojecti¨ e compo-
nent.
Proof. By induction on the cardinality of I. Follow the proof of
w x   ..Theorem 2.5 of 7 , replacing L and G with kI and G prin kI , respec-L
 .  .  .  a ..tively; R a and B a by a direct summand Z of r B and k I Zi i a
respectively; S by B , where a g max I; and ty by Dy; and using Proposi-a
w  .x a .tion 3.2 instead of 7, Lemma 2.4 b . Note that I Z is faithful unless its
cardinality is less than or equal to 1.
 .3.5 COROLLARY. For any bipartite poset I of finite prinjecti¨ e type, the
following holds:
 .a Each connected component of the Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er
  ..G prin kI is preprojecti¨ e.
 .b The map X ¬ cdn X induces a bijection between the isomorphism
 . Iclasses of indecomposable objects in prin kI and the positi¨ e roots of q , that
I I .is, the ¨ectors ¨ g N such that q x s 1.
 .Proof. a The faithful part J of I is of finite prinjective type and
Ä  .   ..A-free. Therefore, by 3.4 , each component of G prin kJ is preprojec-
  ..   ..tive. The vertices of G prin kI which do not belong to G prin kJ are
given by the prin-projective, prin-injective modules S n, i g I9 _ J, and S k,i j
 .  . nj g I0 _ J 3.1 . Now an irreducible map in prin kI ending at S , i g I9 _i
n  X .   ..J, starts at S for some j g min I : I9 _ J Lemma 2.5 a , and aj % i
similar statement holds for the irreducible maps starting in S k, j g I0 _ J.j
  ..It follows that G prin kI has no oriented cycle, and therefore each
component is preprojective.
 .  . w xb follows from a and 18, 4.13 .
Remark. If I s I9 j I0 is a bipartite poset of infinite prinjective type
  ..and J denotes the faithful part of I, then G prin kI does not necessarily
  ..have a preprojective component if G prin kJ has one. For instance,
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consider the following bipartite poset I:
 4   ..The faithful part of I is J s I _ 5 , and G prin kJ has a preprojective
component of the following form:
In particular, the prinjective module U has infinitely many predecessors7
  ..   ..  .in G prin kJ and therefore in G prin kI . Since by Lemma 2.5 c there
  ..are irreducible maps U ª B ¤ U , G prin kI has no preprojective com-6 5 7
ponent.
 .  .  .  .  .3.6 Here we prove the equivalences i m ii m iv m v in Theo-
rem 1.2.
 .  .Proof. i m ii By Lemma 3.1, we can assume that the bipartite poset
ÄI is faithful. We can further assume that I is A-free, since this is implied
 .  .by each of the conditions i and ii . By Theorem 3.4, the Auslander]Re-
  ..iten quiver G prin kI has a preprojective component, and the equiva-
 .  . w xlence of i and ii follows from 18, Proposition 4.13 . One obtains an
 .  .alternative proof of the equivalence i m ii by applying the arguments
w xused in the proof of 23, Theorem 11.94 .
Ä .  .  .i « iv The existence of a preprojective component P I of
Ä  ..  .G prin kI is a consequence of Theorem 3.4. Since P I is finite, the
Ä  ..  .equality G prin kI s P I follows from a well-known criterion of M.
 w x .Auslander see 23, Theorem 11.44 and its proof .
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 .  . w x  .iv « i We recall from 18 that prin kI has a finite complete set
< <E , . . . , E , s s I , of indecomposable relative injective modules. Since1 s
Ä  ..  .G prin kI s P I , the modules E , . . . , E are preprojective, and there-1 s
fore the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules X in
 .  .prin kI such that Hom X, E / 0 is finite for every i. It follows thatk I i
 .the category prin kI is of finite representation type.
 .  .  .  .  .i m v In view of the equivalences i m ii m iv , the equivalence
 .  . wi m v follows by the arguments applied in the proof of 23, Theorem
x11.94 . The details are left to the reader.
4. CRITICAL BIPARTITE POSETS
 .  .In this section we prove the equivalence of the statements ii and iii in
 .the main theorem see Section 1 .
 . w x4.1 Recall from 11 that a unit form is an integral quadratic form q on
I  .Z , where I is a nonempty finite set and q « s 1 for every canonicali
basis vector « g Z I, i g I. A unit form is critical if it is nonnegative ofi
corank 1 and has a strictly positive radical generator. The Z-equivalence
classes of such critical unit forms correspond bijectively to the extended
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄDynkin diagrams A , D , E , E , and E ; a complete classification is givenn n 6 7 8
w x  w x.in 11 see also Zeldich 29 .
Critical unit forms play a decisive role in our context, because there is
w x Ithe following general criterion 11, 17 : a unit form q on Z is weakly
 .positive if and only if q « q « ) 0 for all i, j g I and q has no criticali j
restriction. Here a restriction of q is a unit form of the form q [ qd ,J J
where J : I is a nonempty subset, and
d : Z J ª Z IJ
denotes the canonical embedding.
Now let I s I9 j I0 be a bipartite poset and consider the associated
Tits quadratic form q I : Z I ª Z defined by the formula
q I x s x 2 q x x q x x y x x . .    i i j i j i j
igI i$j i$j i$j
i , jgI9 i , jgI0 igI9 , jgI0
I  .Clearly, q is a unit form with q « q « ) 0 for all i, j g I, and we havei j
 I . Jq s q for every subset J : I if we equip J with the full bipartiteJ
subposet structure of I. This shows that q I is weakly positive if and only if
I has no full bipartite subposet J where q J is critical. So our task is to sift
w xout from the set of all critical unit forms described in 11 those which are
of the fom q J for a bipartite poset J. The resulting list of bipartite posets
will be that of Figure 1.
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 . I  .4.2 Given a unit form q on Z , we denote by q s q « q « y 2 thei j i j
 .coefficient of the term x x in q x for i / j g I and remind the reader ofi j
the convention of depicting q by a bigraph with vertex set I, yq solidi j
edges between i and j if q - 0, and q dotted edges between i and j ifi j i j
q ) 0. For instance, the following figure shows a bipartite poset Ii j
together with the bigraph of q I:
LEMMA. The quadratic form q I of a bipartite poset I s I9 j I0 satisfies
the following condition:
 . I* The bigraph of q has neither multiple edges nor a full subbigraph
isomorphic to any of the following bigraphs:
Proof. First note that the transitivity of $ implies that any restriction]
I
v v v v v vof q of the form ]] --- or --- --- corresponds to elements a, b, c g I
with a, c incomparable and a $ b % c or a % b $ c. Now assume that q I
has a restriction of the form
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and consider the triples a, b, c and b, c, d. We may assume that a g I9 and
obtain then a $ b % c $ d with b, c g I0 and d g I9, which contradicts
the bipartiteness. Similarly, a restriction of q I of the form p would give2
rise to a sequence a $ a % a $ a % a $ a % a , a contradiction.1 2 3 4 5 1 2
Finally, assume that q I has a restriction of the following form, where
a g I9:
Applying the above observation to the triples a, c, d and b, c, d, we obtain
a $ b $ c with b, c g I0, and any element of I which is comparable with
b is also comparable with a or with c. This shows q I has no restriction of
the form p or p .4 5
 .4.3 Let us describe now the critical unit forms which satisfy condition
 .) of the above lemma. We will see that they coincide with the quadratic
forms of the bipartite posets of Figure 1.
w xFirst note that the stretching procedure 11, 2.3 induces an equivalence
relation on the set of critical unit forms such that all elements of a fixed
equivalence class have a common restriction and can be obtained from it
 .by branch extensions at certain vertices see definition below . To be more
precise, such an equivalence class is given by a unit form q9, say on ZJ,
 .together with a subset K : J and a tuple r of integers ) 1, whichi ig K
indicate that, at every i g K, a branch extension of q9 of cardinality r hasi
  ..to be made. We depict such a triple q9, K, r by the bigraph of q9 withi
rlabels at the vertices i g K and call it a truncated unit form of type Di"
 .if the critical unit forms obtained from it are of extended Dynkin type D.
ÄFor instance, the truncated unit forms of type E are those described byn
w x the truncated diagrams in Theorem 2.9 of 11 the numbers attached there
.to the nonencircled vertices are not relevant here .
 . .To describe all critical unit forms which satisfy 4.2 ) , we have to
 . .examine which truncated unit forms satisfy 4.2 ) and which branch
w xextensions of them do so. An inspection of the lists 2.1 and 2.9 of 11
Ä Ä Ä Äshows that, for any of the types A , D , E and E , the truncated unitn n 6 7
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 . .forms satisfying 4.2 ) are those shown in the figure below
Äand that there are a further 33 of type E , which we do not present here.8
 . w xNext let us recall the notion of quasi branch 12, 2.1 of a unit form q
on Z I. Denote by 0 an element not in I. A nonempty subset A : I is a
 4  4 branch of q if there is a ``nilpotent'' map n : A j 0 ª A j 0 that is,
 . r .  4 .n 0 s 0 and n A s 0 for some r G 1 such that the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
 .a For all i, j g A,
¡y1 if n i s j or n j s i , .  .~q s 1 if n i s n j , .  .i j ¢
0 otherwise.
 .b For all k f A,
q if i , j g A [ l g A N ¨ l s 0 , 4 .k j
q sk i  0 if i g A _ A.
The branches of cardinality r correspond bijectively to the isomorphism
.  4classes of nilpotent endomaps of the set 0, 1, . . . , r . The set A is called
the set of joint ¨ertices of the branch A. We say that q is obtained from a
restriction q by branch extensions at the vertices a , . . . , a if there areJ 1 s
pairwise disjoint branches A , . . . , A of q such that a g A for i s 1, . . . , s1 s i i
 .  4and J l D A s a , . . . , a .i i 1 s
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 . .Now a branch A of q satisfies 4.2 ) if and only if q has noA
v v v vrestriction of the form ]] --- ]] , or, equivalently, the defining map n of
N . ry1A satisfies Imn s n i for some i g A. There are 2 branches of
cardinality r satisfying this condition. For instance, for r s 4, there are the
following eight branches, where the encircled parts denote the sets of joint
vertices:
 . .The critical unit forms which satisfy 4.2 ) can be described now as
follows. Take any of the truncated unit forms q9 described above and
perform an extension by one of the 2 ry1 branches described above at any
rrvertex with label unless the label is O. In this case, q9 has a restriction"
r rv vof the form O---- ]] , so that a vertex with label O admits only an
extension by the branch of cardinality r having no solid edge, that is,
where all vertices are joint vertices.
One easily verifies that the quadratic forms of the bipartite posets of
Figure 1 are the critical unit forms just described. The following figure
illustrates for r s 4 how the 2 ry1 possible extensions of a vertex with label
r ry1of a poset J correspond to the 2 branch extensions at the corre-"
J  .sponding vertex of q compare with the figure above .
It remains to show that Figure 1 contains up to duality all critical
bipartite posets. This rests on the remarkable fact that every bipartite
poset of Figure 1 is uniquely determined up to isomorphism or duality by
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its quadratic form. This can be seen by using the argument given in the
proof of Lemma 4.2 and is left to the reader.This, together with the results
 .of 3.6 , completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Remark. By applying Theorem 1.2 to the bipartite posets I s I9 j I0,
with I0 s max I, the set of all maximal elements of I and I9 s I _ max I,
w xwe get Theorem 3.1 in 22 .
5. A MATRIX PROBLEM INTERPRETATION OF
PRINJECTIVE MODULES OVER kI
We finish the paper by presenting a useful interpretation of the isomor-
  ..phism classes of prinjective modules over the bipartite algebra see 1.1 ,
kI9 MkI s , /0 kI0
in terms of orbits of partitioned matrices with respect to an algebraic
group actions. This allows us to view the classification of indecomposable
 . w x modules in prin kI as a matrix problem in the sense of Drozd 8 see also
w x w x.10 and 23, Sections 1.1 and 17.9 . The interpretation is analogous to that
w xone given in 22 for multipeak posets I, that is, finite posets I equipped
with the bipartition I s I9 j I0, where I0 consists of all maximal elements
of I and I9 s I _ I0.
 .  .5.1 Let I s I9 j I0 be a bipartite poset. Given a vector ¨ s ¨ 9, ¨ 0
I9 I0 g N = N , we consider the irreducible algebraic k-variety in the Zariski
.topology ,
prink I s Hom P ¨ 9 m M , Q ¨ 0 , .  . .¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . k I k I9 k I0
and the natural algebraic group action,
w : G ¨ 9, ¨ 0 = prink I ª prink I , . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 .
where
G ¨ 9, ¨ 0 s Aut P ¨ 9 = Aut Q ¨ 0 , .  .  . .  .k I9 k I0
 .  .¨ 9 j.  .  .¨ 0  p.  w x w xP ¨ 9 s [ e kI9 , and Q ¨ 0 s [ D kI0 e see 22 , 13 ,jg I9 j pg I0 p
w x.  .27 . It is clear that G ¨ 9, ¨ 0 is an affine algebraic group acting on
prink I in a natural way.¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
Note that there is a bijection between the isomorphism classes of
 .  .  .  .modules X in prin kI with cdn X s ¨ 9, ¨ 0 and the G ¨ 9, ¨ 0 -orbits in
k I  .prin , given by attaching to the prinjective module X s X 9, X 0, w¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
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the composed kI0-homomorphism
w
f s P ¨ 9 m M , X 9 m M ª X 0 , Q ¨ 0 .  .X k I9 k I9
 w x w x w x.apply the arguments in 23, Section 15.2 , 22 and 13 .
 .  ..5.2 We note that given p g I0, the injective envelope D kI0 e ofp
 .top e kI0 viewed as a k-linear representation of the poset I is thep
constant diagram having the space k over all j $p and the space zero]
elsewhere. It follows that
k for all i $p ,]Hom e kI9 m M , D kI0 e , . .k I i A B p  0 for all i tp.]
 .  4 5.3 Assume that I s I9 j I0 and I9 s 1, . . . , n , I0 s n q 1, . . . , n
4q m . Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the partial order $
in I is such that i $ j implies that i - j in the natural order.
w x w x w x  .Following 23, Section 15.2 , 22 , 13 , and applying 5.2 , one shows that
the correspondence X ¬ f allows us to identify the algebraic k-varietyX
prink I with the affine k-variety Mat I of all partitioned matrices of¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 w x.the form compare with Chapter 2 of 23
4  .A A ??? A ¨ 0 n q 11nq1 2 nq1 nnq1
. . . .A s . . ??? . .. . . .
4  .A A ??? A ¨ 0 n q m1nqm 2 nqm nnqm
???^ ` _ ^ ` _ ^ ` _
 .  .  .¨ 9 1 ¨ 9 2 ¨ 9 n
with coefficients in k, where A s 0 if i tn q t, t s 1, . . . , m.inqt ]
 . IThe affine algebraic group G ¨ 9, ¨ 0 is isomorphic to the group G¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 .generated by the following I9, I0 -elementary transformations on matrices
in Mat I¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 .  .o pE All I0 -elementary transformations on rows from the jth1
row block to the ith row block for all i $j g I0]
 .E All I9-elementary transformations on columns from the ith2
column block to the jth column block for all i $j in I9]
 .Here, by an elementary transformation on a row resp. a column v of
 .A, we mean the addition to v a row resp. a column v9 / v of A
multiplied by a nonzero scalar l g k.
 .The action 5.1 corresponds to the obvious algebraic group action
v
I I I: G = Mat ª Mat .¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 .
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Note that if r g G I is an elementary transformation, A g Mat I¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
is a partitioned matrix and
 .  .  . 4  .r ? A r ? A ??? r ? A ¨ 0 n q 11nq1 2 nq1 nnq1
. . . .r ? A s . . ??? . .. . . .
 .  .  . 4  .r ? A r ? A ??? r ? A ¨ 0 n q m1nqm 2 nqm nnqm
???^ ` _^ ` _ ^ ` _
 .  .  .¨ 9 1 ¨ 9 2 ¨ 9 n
is the usual partitioned matrix obtained from A by applying the transfor-
mation r ; then the partitioned matrix
v v v .  .  . 4  .r A r A ??? r A ¨ 0 n q 11nq1 2 nq1 nnq1
. . . .
vr A s . . ??? . .. . . .
v v v .  .  . 4  .r A r A ??? r A ¨ 0 n q m1nqm 2 nqm nnqm
???^ ` _^ ` _ ^ ` _
 .  .  .¨ 9 1 ¨ 9 2 ¨ 9 n
in Mat I is defined by the formula¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
r ? A for i $j, . i j ]
vr A s . i j  0 for i tj.]
From the discussion above it is not difficult to get the following result
 w x.see also 13, Proposition 2.9, Corollary 2.12 .
PROPOSITION. Assume that k is a field, I s I9 j I0 is a bipartite poset,
 4  4and I9 s 1, . . . , n , I0 s n q 1, . . . , n q m . Suppose that the partial order
$ in I is such that i $ j implies that i - j in the natural order. In the
notation introduced abo¨e, the following hold:
 .  . I9 I0a For any coordinate ¨ector ¨ s ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N there exists a
natural algebraic group isomorphism
l : G I ª H I0 = H I0¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 ¨ 0
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where H I9 and H I0 are the groups consisting of all matrices of the following¨ 9 ¨ 0
form:
X X Xh h ??? h11 12 1n
X X0 h ??? h22 2 n
h9 s g Gl ¨ 9 1 q ??? q¨ 9 n , k , .  . .. . . .. . . .. . . .
X0 0 ??? hnn
and
Y Y Yh h ??? h1nq1 1nq2 1nqm
Y Y0 h ??? h2 nq2 2 nqm
h0 s . . . .. . . .. . . .
Y0 0 ??? hnnqm
g Gl ¨ 0 n q 1 q ??? q¨ 0 n q m , k , .  . .
X   . . Y   . . Xrespecti¨ ely, and h g Gl ¨ 9 i , k , h g Gl ¨ 0 j , k , h s 0 if i tj holdsii j j i j ]
in I9, hY s 0 if i tj holds in I0.i j ]
v
I I I .b The action : G = Mat ª Mat corresponds ¨ia¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
the isomorphism l to the algebraic group action¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
v
I9 I0 I I: H = H = Mat ª Mat , .¨ 9 ¨ 0 ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 .
v
y1 .  .defined by the formula h9, h0 A s h0( A( h9 , where A( h9 s A9 and
h0( B s B9 are partitioned matrices of the form shown abo¨e, with AX ss p
 . X X  . XAh9 for s $p and a s 0 for s tp, B s h0 B for i $j, and B s 0s p s p i j i j i j] ] ]
for i tj.]
 .  . I9 I0c For any coordinate ¨ector ¨ s ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N , there exist
l¨ 9, ¨ 0 ., I I9 I0 .algebraic group isomorphisms G ¨ ª G ª H = H and a k-¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 ¨ 0
,k I I¨ariety isomorphism prin ª Mat such that the following diagram:¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
)k I k I6 .G ¨ 9, ¨ 0 = prin prin
6 6
¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
, ,
vI9 I0 I I6 .H = H = Mat Mat¨ 9 ¨ 0 ¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
is commutati¨ e.
w xFollowing 22 , we say that the bipartite algebra
kI9 MkI s  /0 kI0
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 .  .is of tame prinjecti¨ e type if the full subcategory prin kI of mod kI is of
 w x.tame representation type see 23, Section 14.4 .
w xIt follows from 18, Proposition 1.1 that the well-known theorem of
w x  .Drozd 9 applies to prin kI , and therefore the tame]wild dichotomy
 .  w x.holds for the category prin kI see also 27 .
COROLLARY. Let I s I9 j I0 be a bipartite poset and let k be an alge-
braically closed field.
 .a The following three conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a1 The bipartite poset I is of finite prinjecti¨ e type.
 .  . I9 I0 Ia2 For e¨ery ¨ector ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N , the number of G -¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
orbits in the ¨ariety Mat I is finite.¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 . I I  . I9a3 dim G ) dim Mat for any ¨ector ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N =¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
N I0 , where dim means the k-¨ ariety dimension.
 .b The bipartite algebra kI is of tame prinjecti¨ e type if and only if for
 . I9 I0e¨ery coordinate ¨ector ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N there exists a constructible
 . I Isubset C ¨ 9, ¨ 0 of the sub¨ariety ind Mat of Mat defined by the¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
I I
v
I .indecomposable G -orbits such that G C ¨ 9, ¨ 0 s ind Mat¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 . ¨ 9, ¨ 0 .
 .and dim C ¨ 9, ¨ 0 F 1.
 .Proof. a It is easy to see that the equality
q I ¨ 9, ¨ 0 s dim G I y dim Mat I . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 . ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 .
 . I9 I0  .holds for any vector ¨ 9, ¨ 0 g N = N . Then the equivalences a1 m
 .  .a2 m a3 easily follow by applying Theorem 1.2, Proposition 5.3, and the
w xarguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in 22 . The details are left to
the reader.
 . w xb Apply the arguments given in the proof of Corollary 15.17 of 23 ,
w x w xin the proof of Theorem 3.17 of 13 and in Theorem 3.1 of 14 . The
details are left to the reader.
w xProblem 1. Generalize Theorem 3.1 in 14 from two-peak thin posets
of tame prinjective type to a class of bipartite posets.
w xProblem 2. Extend Theorem 2.1 in 16 from multipeak posets to
arbitrary bipartite posets.
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